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ABSTRACT
BALANCED READING IN AN
INTERMEDIATE CLASSROOM
By
Rochelle Marie Cramer
July, 2000

Research in the process of balancing the reading curriculum was
read, evaluated and summarized. This research showed the need for
further study in the areas of shared reading, guided reading, independent
reading, and responding to literature; as combining these four
components create a balanced reading program. In a balanced approach
students receive skill and strategy instruction in addition to reading and
responding to authentic literature. A yearlong balanced reading guide and
ten sample supporting lessons were created for the intermediate grade
teachers at Washington State Centennial Elementary in the Bethel School
District.
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Chapter One
Focus Of the Study

1ntroduction
"There is no one "perfect metl1od" for teaching reading to all
children. Teachers, policy makers, researchers and teacher educators
need to recognize that the answer is not in the method but in the
teacher"

(Duffy & Hoffman, 1999, page 1 ).

The debate over reading and how :t is best taught has left tear:hers
questioning their reading programs and looking for the answers in
research. Educators are continually searching for the one reading program
that will teach all children. Research is showing that there is not one
program that works for all, but that a combination of methods,
orchestrated by a teacher who takes into consideration students' needs,
will provide more effective instruction (Duffy & Hoffman, 1999). Researcr1
supports a balance between skill and strategy instruction and the
aesthetic aspects of reading (Baumann & Ivey, 1997). Teachers must
have a strong knowledge of their students, and need to be aware of
multiple methods of teaching reading to create the appropriate balance of
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instruction (Flippo, 1999). Teachers also need to be flexible with their
instruction and be able to create an appropriate balance of methods
needed to meet the needs of the children they teach (Flippo, 1999).
Flippo (1999, p.39) also states, "A philosophy that allows teachers
the flexibility to balance their literacy instruction will faci:itate reading
development." Educators strive for a balance among creating meaning,
responding to literature and skill and strategy practice (Fitzgerald 1999).
Balance in reading may be achieved in the classroom by the purposeful
inclusion of shared reading, guided reading, independent reading and
reading response activities when each component is given the same
teaching emphasis by the teacher during the instructional cycle
(Fitzgerald, 1999).
Sifilement of the Problem
The project focuses on how to create a balanced reading curriculum
in the intermediate grades at Washington State Centennial Elementary,
part of the Bethel School District in Graham, Washington.

According to

school district records, at Washington State Centennial Elementa1y one
third of all intermediate grade students qualify for Title 1 services. A
balanced instructional approach provides instructional emphasis in all
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areas of reading. D'Arcangelo states (1999, p. 28), "We want children
to be able to read the words on the page, to get to the meaning and the
richness of the literature and the language. We want them to practice
reading and to read for meaning, we want a balanced rearling program".
To create balance in the reading curriculum the teacher needs to be
aware of all the aspects of reading, and how to best provide instruction
to students (Flippo, 1999).
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of this project was to provide suggested lessons for a
balanced reading program for intermediate students using four
components of instruction which have been researched: shared reading,
guided reading, independent reading, and reading response. The four
components are taught during a workshop setting where students rotate
through each section. The project is a year long outline of a balanced
reading program with corresponding lessons based on research which
include skill and strategy practice along with emphasis placed on the
affective aspect of reading.
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Significance of the Study
The study is significant because the author believes that there is a
need to create a balanced reading curriculum in the intermediate grades
at Washington State Centennial Elementary, in the Bethel School District.
Researchers have studied the need for balance in reading instruction,
teaching the skills and strategies to be a proficient reader along side the
affective aspect of reading which fosters a love of reading.
Limitations of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a program and lessons
for intermediate students at VVashington State Centennial Elementary.
Duffy & Hoffman state (1999) "It has been repeatedly established that
the best instruction results when combinations of methods arn
orchestrated by a teacher who decides what to do in light of children's'
needs" (p. 11 ). As a result of this principle, lessons might need to be
changed or modified to meet the needs of the students in the classroom.
Definition of Terms
Definitions of terms used throughout the project are provided in
the following section:
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1. Balanced Reading Program- ".A curriculum balance between literature
envisionment (Langer, 1995) and skill and strategy instruction, and an
instructional balance between teacher initiated instruction and
in'struction responsive to the students' neecis and interests" (Baumann
& Ivey, 1997, p. 244).

2. Shared Reading- Extending children's involvement in literacy
experiences through a collaborative active participation in the act of
reading; students are given the opportunities to discuss or write about
literature with each other and Vvith the teacher (Bruneau, 1997).

3. Guided Reading-"Reading instruction in which the teacher provides the
structure, including the purpose, for reading and for responding to the
material" (Harris &Hodges, 1981, p. 134).

4. Reading Independently- Students read self-selected materials for an
extended period of time. Reading independently is sometimes called
Silent Sustained Reading (SSR), or voluntary reading (Heibert & Colt,
1989).
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5. Responding to Reading- After reading or listening to a story read to
them; the students respond to the reading in written or oral form. The
emphasis of the student response is On what the student thinks or
feels about the story (Spiegel, 1998).

6. Metacognition- When the student is aware of the thought processes
involved in learning; thinking about thinking (Keene & Zimmerman,
1997).

7. Text Connections- A comprehension skill in which the reader makes a
connection with the text, either text to self. text to text, or text to
world (Keene & Zimmerman, 1997).

8. Workshop Classroom- A classroom setting which is student directed;
the students take charge of their learning and set tt1eir own schedule.
(Swift, 1993).
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9. Reading Skills- "An ability that is essential to successful performance in
reading, such as word recognition, comprehension, organization, or
remembrance" (Good, 1973, p. 537).

10.

Reading Strategy- "A systematic plan for achieving a specific goal
or result" (Harris & Hodges, 1981, p.311 ).

11.

Intermediate Grade Students - The intermediate grade students at

Washington State Centennial Elementary a;e made up of fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade students.

Chapter Two

Review of Literature

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to develop a balanced reading
guide and corresponding sample lessons that combine to form a balanced
reading program for intermediate level elementary students at
Washington State Centennial Elementary in the Bethel School District.
Fitzgerald states (1999, p.100), " ... balance is a philosophical
perspective about what kinds of reading knowledge children should
develop and how those kinds of knowledge can be attained."
Researchers have studied the effects of a balanced reading
program and their components on reading achievement. The remainder
of this chapter is a review of that literature.

Balanced Reading
A balanced reading program promotes balance in the teaching of
reading. A balanced program creates balance between skill and strategy
instruction, and knowledge and appreciation of literature along with a
8
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balance between teacher directed and student initiated instruction
(Baumann & Ivey, 1997). To study this balance Baumann and ivey
created a classroom environment which contained daily time to practice
reading, reading strategy lessons, and literature extension and language
arts activities in a literature-based program. The researchers taught in
this program for a school year· and analyzed their results.
Baumann and Ivey found students who participated in a balanced
program showed growth in two main areas. These students became more
proficient readers and they increased their knowledge, interest, as weil as
improved their attitudes toward reading. Specificaily the students who
participated in the program viewed reading as a natural component of the
day. The students grew in overall reading level, and became more
strategic in word identification. The students also became more
automatic in word recognition. Bauman & lvey's students also developed
an appreciation of books and became familiar with many authors. The
students had opinions about books and expressed them freely. The
students understood that reading is a meaning making process, and couicl
use multiple strategies for comprehending materials read (Baumann and
Ivey, 1997).
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Fitzgerald analyzed five different approaches for balancing the
reading curriculum and found that while these approaches seem to be
different on the surface, the approaches have some common elements.
Fitzgerald found teachers who have a balanced view of reading recognize
the need for three kinds of knowledge: local, global, and the love of
reading (Fitzgerald, 1999). Local knowledge about reading includes " ..
areas such as phonological awareness; a sight word repertoire; knowledge
of sound-symbol relationships; knowledge of some basic orthographic
patterns; a variety of work identification strategies ... and word
meanings" (Fitzgerald, 1997, p. 102). Fitzgerald describes global
knowledge as " ... understanding, interpretation, and response to
reading; strategies for enabling understating and response; and an
awareness of strategic use" (1997, p. 102). Love of reading is described
as the students "feelings, positive attitude, motivation, and the desire to
read" (Fitzgerald, 1997, p. 102).
As a result of her findings Fitzgerald believes balanced reading is
more than a program; it is a philosophy of the reading process (1997).
"A teacher who holds a balanced philosophical view of the reading
process values multiple ways of learning and arranges his or her reading
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program to incorporate diverse instructional techniques and settings"
(Fitzgerald 1999, p. 103).

Characteristics of a balanced classroom.
"A total reading program should contain various combinations of
teacher and student interaction and selection of literature so that
children develop as thoughtful, proficient readers" (Hiebert & Colt, 1989,
p.19). A balanced reading program incorporates into the daily schedule
time to read to the students, time for the students to read in a selfselected book, time for instruction of specific skills and strategies, and
time for students to respond to literature (Cunningham & Allington,
1999).
Fractor, Woodruff, Martinez, & Teale (1993) studied classroom
characteristics that nurture reading. The researchers indicated that
classrooms that were nurturing the development of reading were set up
with opportunities for students to practice reading skills through selfselected reading, integrated reading instruction with reading
independently, accessible classroom libraries, and provided for literature
based activities.
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"Reading instruction effectiveness lies not with a single program or
the method but, rather with a teacher who thoughtfully and analytically
integrates various programs, materials and methods as the student
demands" (Duffy & Hoffman, 1999, p.11 ). A balanced approach to
reading allows the teacher to make thoughtful choices each day about
the instruction of their students. In a balanced program the instructor is
not tied to a particular method, and as a result is responsive to the
individual needs of the students (Fitzgerald, 1999). This allows the
teacher to "fine tune and modify what he
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sl1e is doing each day in

order to meet the needs of each child" (Spiegei, , 998b p. 115).
Research indicates that in effective reading instruction classrooms the
teacher is an informed autonomous decision-maker, who utilizes different
approaches and perspectives to meet the needs of individual learners
(Spiegel, 1998).

Shared Reading
Shared reading extends children's involvement in literacy
experiences through collaborative active participation in the act of
reading (Bruneau, 1997). One type of shared reading occurs when the
teacher reads a story orally to the class and a discussion between the
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students and the teacher follows the reading (Cunningham & Allington,

1999). When a teacher reads orally to their students the teacher models
excitement and the love of reading and learning. Reading aloud is not only
an important motivational factor for stL1dents, it also provides the basis
for expanding oral language and build on prior knowledge (Cooper, 2000).
Children's involvement in reading is related to the teachers involvement, if
teachers pause for comments or relate the story to their iives the
students are more likely to discuss literature in those terms (Morrow,
Rand, Smith, 1995). Reading aloud can also influence students writings,
when students are exposed to a variety of writing styles these become
evident in their own writings (Cooper, 2000). Cooper reports, reading
aloud " ... is the single most important activity for building the
knowledge required for eventual success in reading" (2000, p. 30).
Modeling skills and strategies.
Shared reading lends itself well to the teacher modeling
metacognitve strategies that good readers use when they interact with
text. As the teacher reads he/she is able to break from the text to model
how he/she is making meaning from the text (Cunningham & Allington,

1999, Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). "Modeling, demonstrating and
coaching best occurs in tasks where information is critical to students"
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(Heibert & Colt, 1999 p.15). The teacher can model the skills and
strategies which research has shown proficient readers use to make
meaning. These include activating prior knowledge, determining the most
important ideas or themes, and asking questions of themselves, creating
visual or other sensory images, drawing inferences, retelling or
synthesizing what they have read, and utilizing various fix up strategies
to repair comprehension (Keen & Zimmerman, 1997; Cunningham &
Allington, 1999). While good readers rely heavily on these strategies,
most struggling readers are not aware of these strategies, let alone how
to use them (Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). Direct instruction from the
teacher on what these strategies are and how they effect understanding
is needed, and can be modeled for the entire class during shared reading.
Shared reading allows for repeated opportunities for students to engage
in meaning making strategies (Bruneau, 1997).
Multiple interpretations of text.
When students have all been exposed to the same literature the
class members develop a common language; they all have the same
literary base. This allows for conversations about the importance of
multiple interpretations of text (Spiegel, 1996). No two readers bring the
same experiences to the story, or view a story in the same way; each
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individual brings their own meaning to the text. Students learn to trust
their own intuitions and to believe that the interpretations they bring to
the text are valuable (Spiegel, 1996).
Students ar@ abl@ to voic@ th@ir own opinion and hear the opinion
of their peers. During shared reading a more informed peer can spur his or
her peers to defend their own ideas, consider other perspectives, or
rethink their knowledge (Leale, 1993). When one student expresses his
or her own prior knowledge the prior knowledge of the other students is
activated as well, resulting in collaborative construction for all (Leale,
1993).

Guided Reading
Guided reading is an instructional practice during which the teacher
actually shows children how to read and supports them in processing text
(Fountas & Pinnell, 1996). The teacher and the students " ... talk, reacl,
and think their way purposefully through a text" (Wilkenson & Townsend,
2000, p. 461 ). During guided reacling the teacher works with one group
of students at a time that are similar in their development of a reading
skill or strategy (Wilkenson & Townsend, 2000).
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Flexibility in guided reading groups.
While some forms of grouping are essential if individual differences
among children are to be accommodated (Heibert, 1983). Guided reading
groups should be flexible, and there should be opportLinities for group
changes based upon student progress (Wilkinson & Townsend, 2000).
While there is evidence to show support for both heterogeneous grouping
and homogenous groups being successful, the key factor of this success
tends to lie more in the flexibility of the groups rather than the make up
of these groups (Wilkinson & Townsend, 2000). Guided reading groups
should not be permanent assignments (Harp, 1989). Movement between
guided reading groups is based upon the teachers assessment and
observations of the students (Wilkenson & Townsend, 2000). Movement
in groups can be made for a variety of reasons, the student might have
mastered the skill or strategy being taught, or the class may have moved
on to different literature groupings and the teacher needs to reconfigure
the arrangement (Wilkenson & Townsend, 2000).
Structure of guided reading groups.
Guided reading groups are an efficient use of the teacher's time.
Teachers are able to customize the skills and strategies instruction for
the students who need them (Wilkenson & Townsend, 2000; Bruneau,
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1997). "The teacher follows the needs of the students and steps in to
lend a hand when help is needed, they support 'thinking"' (Cunningham &
Allington, 1999 p. 55). "Pupil commitment is enhanced when students
know how the group's work relates to the overall program" (Harp, 1989,
p.534). Guided reading is a way for students " ... to support each other in
reading and feel part of a community of readers" (Wilkenson & Townsend,
2000, p. 461). In guided reading groups students are aware of why it is
important to learn the task at hand, and students are explicitly taught
how to perform a particular skill through teacher modeling and process
. (Spiegel. 1992). Researchers have found, "Explicit explanations increased
low-group students awareness of both the lesson content and the need
to be strategic" (Duffy et al., 1987, p. 364).
Guided reading groups also allow for sustained focused practice on
the skill being taught. The application of these skills is with authentic,
whole materials, in which utilization will enhance comprehension (Spiegel,
1992). "Giving students opportunities to experience, as soon as possible,
the value of what they are being asked to do" (Spiegel, 1992, p.41 ).
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Reading Independently
Reading independently is a critical component of the classroom
reading program (Heibert & Colt, 1989). Fractor, Woodruff, Martinez and
Teals reported (1993) " ... a recent survey which showed '15% of
Americans are not book readers, and 60% of all American households did
not purchase a book in the year 1990-1991" (p.477).

For many children

the love of books is not fostered at home and they come to school with a
lack of experiences with literature (Allington, 1994). "Because most
people's reading habits have been largely developed by grade 6, special
emphasis should be placed on promoting voluntary reading in grades K-5"
(Fractor, Woodruff, Martinez, & Teale, 1993). As a result children need
time to read in school (Allington, 1994).
Classrooms that nurture reading independently._
Classrooms that nurture students reading independent!y were
found to have common characteristics. The students had access to
books; literature was presented to the students daily; books were
discussed with students; and students were provided with the
opportunity, time, and materials to engage in book related activities
(Fractor, Woodruff, Martinez, & Teale, 1993).
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Students need to have access to materials in which they are
interested in; classroom libraries need to be full of " ... diverse,
interesting, and manageable material for students" (Allington, 1994, p.
18). "If they don't get access they won't read" (Worthy, Moorman, &
Turner, 1999, p. 24). Research completed by Worthy, Moorman, and
Turner (1999) on student's choice of literature showed that students
often chose books to read that educators might believe were not well
written pieces of literature. However, Worthy Moorman and Turner
(1999) stated, " ... light materials promote fluent reading and
vocabulary development, lead to better attitudes toward reading, help
develop the linguistic competence necessary for reading more difficult
materials, and typically give students the confidence and drive to read
more sophisticated materials" (p. 24).
Reading independently and achievement.
Carver and Liebert reported (1995, p. 29), "Time found reading in
school contributed to growth in students' reading achievement." Daniels,
Zemelman and Bizar also reported (1999, p. 33), "Reading independently
correlates highly with reading growth." Research shows the best way to
improve reading is to read, and students make their best gains when the
material they are reading is close to their instructional level, neither too
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easy, nor too hard (Carver & Leibert, 1995). "Students make gains
because enough unknown words are presented and learned with repeated
exposures and complex knowledge structures are gradually encountered
and learned" (Carver & Leibert, 1995, p. 31 ).
Allington and Cunningham reported (1999) "Schools with higher
achieving students usually schedule more opportunities for real reading"
(p.22). Actual involvement in reading remains the most important factor
in the development of reading (Allington, 1994).
Self-selection.
\

During the time students are reading independently the student
selects the text they wish to read and is involved with that text
uninterrupted for a specified amount of time (Cunningham & Allington,
1999). Carver and Leibert reported (1995, p. 29), it is important to
provide time every day for students to apply skills learned in a meaningful
context by reading a selection they have chosen (Stewig, 1998). Stewig
feels (1988, p. 35), "Only in such a context can we be sure the skills
have been internalized to the point where children will choose to use
them later."
"Part of a balanced literacy program is when children choose what
they want to read" (Cunningham, Hall, & Defee, 1998, p. 653). The time
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spent reading daily in school and the opportunity to self-select reading
material promotes positive feelings about reading (Worthy, Turner, &
Moorman, 1998). Self-selection of reading material leads to ownership of
the reading experience, and ownership leads to the investment of time
and energy (Spiegel, 1996). "Giving students ownership over their
reading has proven to be an incredibly powerful motivation" (Cope, 1997,
p. 33).
Reading independently allows for self-pacing, " ... this is critical as
people read at different speeds, and meaning making takes time"
(Spiegel, 1998a, p. 42). Reading independently allows for students to be
,able to read at their individual reading level, promotes deeper discussions,
and students seem to pay better attention, as students are not caught
up in listening for others errors, or rushing through to be first (Wilkenson
& Anderson, 1995; Spiegel, 1998b).

Responding to Literature
"Reader response approaches to literature take many forms in
classrooms, but in all reader response formats, there are two essential
elements: reading and responding" (Spiegel, 1998a, p.42). A method
commonly used for responding is in the written form of journals. "When
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we have to commit our ideas to writing, we are compelled to think them
through more thoroughly. Thus writing helps us to analyze and evaluate
our thoughts" (Russell, 2001, p.81 ). Since better writers tend to be
better readers, responding in written form is a valuable component of a
balanced reading program (Spiegel, 1998).
Personal response to literature.
The emphasis in journals is often what the reader " ... thinks and
feels about the story and how the reader responds to the story and
characters, not what they have learned" (Spiegel, 1996, p. 333).

This is

important as reading is "meaning-making, not meaning-taking" (Spiegel,
1996, p. 333).

Responding to literature allows students to draw their

own conclusion from the text (Spiegel, 1996). "If we discuss books only
in terms of comprehension, then they will only read to remember
information. We need to discuss in terms of personal response"
(Villaume, Worden, Williams, Hopkins, & Rosenblatt, 1994). "Without the
foundation of their own response to build on students will passively
explore literature secure in the knowledge that if they wait long enough,
the teacher will give them 'The Answer"' (Cope, 1997, p.19).
Critical thinking.
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Students who respond to literature are shown to be more reflective
and more critical readers. They move from being passive readers, to
readers who take time to think about the story. Students who are
reflective to literature are also found to construct richer understandings
of what they have read (Spiegel, 1998).
Baumann, Hooten, and White (1999) found when students
responded to reading in journal form they were able to use the strategies
taught, and were able to transfer those strategies to other areas. These
researchers also found students to have an increased value of reading and
they read more in their daily lives. The researchers believe this was in part
to the students having the opportunity to express their feelings and
opinions about what they had read. "We saw the students becoming
strategic readers, which enhanced their aesthetic understanding, while
their growing aesthetic appreciation facilitated their growth in reading
ability" (Baumann, Hooten, & White, 1999, p.50).
Workshop
A balanced reading program promotes an active classroom; a
workshop classroom best suits this type of instruction. Workshop
classrooms were selected based on research that shows lessons in this
format promote growth in; ownership of reading and responses, persona!
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connections, appreciation of multiple interpretations of text, reflection,
critical reading, higher thinking, an increases repertoire of reading
materials, and growth as strategic readers (Spiegel, 1998).
Effectively organized workshop classrooms promote connections,
reading to writing, student to student, student to teacher, and student to
the school and to the community (McAndrew, 1998). Workshop
classrooms foster communication, they allow for sharing, responding and
giving of feedback. Students become responsible for their own work, they
monitor themselves, and explore and resolve their own questions.
In a workshop classroom teachers are free to move around the
room, to listen to individual students or to monitor the progress of the
class as a whole (McAndrew, 1998). This allows for eclecticism in
assessing students and analyzing situations before deciding what method
or material to use (Duffy & Hoffman, 1999). The workshop approach
allows teachers to have the freedom for whole group or, small group
lessons, or individualized instruction depending on the needs of the
learners.
Summary
"Lots of practice in literate activities are essential for success in
reading" (Baumann & Ivey, 1997, p. 252). A balanced reading program

(
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offers students many different exposures to reading.

Participants in

balanced reading programs develop lifelong readers and writers, the
affective component of literacy (Spiegel, 1998). The results of Baumann
and lvey's study (1997) showed that' by teaching reading through a
balanced approach students made growth as readers. Baumann and Ivey
felt that a balanced approach to teaching reading had a " ... positive
impact of children's knowledge, appreciation and response to literature"
(1997, p. 269).

Chapter Three
Procedures

The purpose of this project was to develop a balanced reading
guide and sample lessons for intermediaie grade teachers at Washington
State Centennial Elementary in the Bethel School District. The reading
guide and sample lessons were designed to form a balanced approach to
reading by incorporating shared reading, guided reading, independent
reading, and response to literature.
The author became aware of the need to create a balanced reading
curriculum through experiences as an intermediate classroom teacher and
as a Title I teacher. Teaching in these positions enabled the author to
observe that reading instruction at the intermediate grades was very
effective in the affective components of reading; the students generally
seemed to enjoy reading. The author was also able to observe a
weakness in skill and strategy instruction in reading in the intermediate
grades. These experiences fostered the desire to create a balanced
reading guide and corresponding sample lessons to balance the reading
curriculum at Washington State Centennial Elementary.
26
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Prior to designing the sample lessons research studies in the area
of a balanced approach to reading, teaching through a workshop, shared
reading, guided reading, independent reading, and responding to literature
were compiled. Data collection was accomplished using library research at
Central Washington University, and also through Internet searches using
ERIC and Research Library Periodicals, a computer database of periodicals.
Through library study the literature to support the selected areas was
verified. The development of a guide for a balanced reading program and
the supporting lessons were developed based on a review of that
literature.
A balanced reading guide for intermediate grade teachers has been
developed for the teachers at Washington State Centennial Elementary.
The balanced reading guide is based on equal instructional emphasis in
four components: shared reading, guided reading, reading independently,
and responding to reading. The guide includes a daily reading schedule, a
description of the four components, a yearlong time line for instruction,
focuses for reading instruction, and ten sample lessons to get the year
started.

Chapter 4
The Project

A Balanced Reading Guide

and Sample Lessons for
Intermediate Grade Teachers

By
Rochelle M. Cramer
July, 2000
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A Balanced Reading Guide
and Sample Lessons for
Intermediate Grade Teachers

By

Rochelle M. Cramer
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Foreword

A balanced program provides instruction for students in a variety of ways,
students are instructed in shared reading, they read on their own, they receive
skill and strategy practice, and students respond to literature (Cunningham and
Allington, 1999). Shared reading provides students with opportunities to
collaboratively negotiate meaning. Shared reading also gives teachers the
opportunity to model or demonstrate tasks where information is critical to the
students (Heibert & Colt, 1989). Reading independently in self-selected
materials promotes motivation and fosters growth in reading (Carver & Leibert,
1995). Skill and strategy practice provides the tools the reader needs to make
meaning from the text. When students respond to literature they become more
critical readers, they also construct richer understandings of what they have read
(Speigel, 1998a).
This guide was developed to provide sample practical research-based
lessons so teachers can implement a balanced reading program in their
classrooms.

Rochelle M. Cramer
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Curriculum Contents

The balanced reading guide for intermediate teachers contains
descriptions of the four components of the program:
• Shared Reading
• Guided Reading
• Independent Reading
• Responding to Literature
The balanced reading guide also contains a daily reading schedule, a
model of year long time line for a fifth grade classroom, focuses for
reading instruction, and the ten sample lessons to get started.
The description of the four components reflects both the
teacher and the student activities. The descriptions give the teacher
an idea of the types of instruction that occurs during each c01nponent.
The basic format of the con1ponents should remain consistent, but
minor modifications can be made to suit the individual classroom
The daily reading schedule shows how the reading period can
be divided. The lessons are taught in a workshop environment and
they do not need to be taught in a specific order, with the exception of
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shared reading, which should go first or last, as it is a whole class
lesson. The order of the remaining components can be student
selected, or teacher detennined depending on the classroom.
The reading timeline is a yearlong guide for instruction. The
year is divided into trimesters and each component has specific
focuses for instruction. The focuses for instruction build on each
other and are reinforced between the components. The timeline
developed is a model for a fifth grade classroom; the only skills that
would need to be adjusted for a fourth or sixth grade classroo1n are
the text forms and features as they are grade specific.
The sample lesson ideas are divided into the four components:
shared reading, guided reading, reading independently, and
responding to literature. It is possible for a lesson idea to be
appropriate for more than one component. Brief descriptions of the
topics have been included; modifications might need to be made
depending on the class or the teacher preference.
The ten sample lessons to get started are the first lessons
needed to begin the program. These lessons were designed for easy
implementation in the classroom; 1nodifications to the lessons can be
made if needed. Each of the four components is represented in the
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ten lessons; and some of the lessons will apply to more than one
component.
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Implementation

It is important when implementing a balanced reading program

to begin slowly with one or two components. The teacher can
determine which component he or she will begin with. Teach these
components until the class understands the processes, procedures,
and expectations then add another component. For example, begin
with shared reading and independent reading; when the class is
comfortable with these components and you are confident they are
ready add reading response. When the students are fan1iliar with this
new routine, add guided reading.
Starting the prograin in this manor allows for larger blocks of
time for the instruction and management of the new routines. Larger
blocks of time can also be used for individual assessments of the
students.
Once all four components have been implemented; the teacher
needs to develop a schedule for guided reading groups. The schedule
can be flexible, week by week, or fixed for the remainder of the school
year depending on the teacher or class needs. When the schedule has
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been created it needs to be posted in the classroom. The teacher will
only be able to meet with three guided reading groups a day, so the
groups that are not seen by the teacher still need to meet to read and
discuss the assigned book. The assignments for the guided reading
groups should be posted in the classroom along side the guided
reading schedule
Shared reading is a whole class activity and should happen at
the same time every day. The teacher may choose to start the reading
period with shared reading to get the class focused and ready to read.
Shared reading at the end of the period allows the class to end on a
common note. The teacher should choose a time that works best for
their class.
When the guided reading and shared reading schedules have
been set the teacher needs to decide how they would like to schedule
the rest of the reading period. The teacher may choose to create a
schedule for the class, or let the students create their o,vn schedule. If
the teacher creates the schedule; the students rotate through
independent reading and guided reading based on their guided
reading groups. The benefits of the teacher determining the schedule
is the students have a daily routine to follow, and the teacher knows
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where the students are at any given time. If the students create their
own schedule they decide when they would like to read independently
and when they would like to respond to literature. The guided
reading groups who are not being seen by the teacher decide as a
group when they would like to meet. The benefit of student created
scheduling is the teacher doesn't have to create the schedule, and with
creation comes ownership; creating their own schedule causes the
students buy into the process. A happy medium, or balance, could
have teacher scheduling at the start of the program and gradually
moving to the student creating his or her o,vn schedule.
The teacher needs to determine a signal to let everyone know
when it is time to move onto the next con1ponent. It might be a timer,
a bell, lights flickering, what ever works best for that particular
classroom. A teacher who becomes caught up in the reading lesson
might benefit from a using a timer, or putting a student in-charge of
signaling the class to move on. A teacher who is tin1e conscious vvill
do fine with a bell or some other type of signal.
In a short amount of time the reading period will be an active
place where students are all reading, writing, and discussing
literature independently and with purpose.
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Descriptions
of the Four
Components
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Shared Reading

Reading aloud to students provides many positive educational
experiences. Students can hear the way literature sounds; the
expression and fluency of a good reader. Reading stories to students
helps to build their background schematic knowledge. Another
benefit to reading to students is it exposes them to literature they
might not otherwise experience. The books the teacher reads to the
class might be books that some students would find too hard, or be
from a genre they do not normally select. Hearing a story read often
motivates students to read; after a book has been read to the class
many students will choose to read the san1e book on their own.
Teachers should pick books to read they enjoy. When the
teacher enjoys the book they have selected they model for the class a
love and enjoyment of literature. The students n1ay also select the
book that the teacher reads orally, many times the class v1.rill give
teachers great suggestions.
During the shared reading lesson the teacher delivers a short
lesson on a skill or strategy. While reading the teacher models how to
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use the skill or strategy to the students. These lessons might focus on
skills such as predicting, making connections, or ele1nents of
literature. While the teacher is reading the students may want to
draw or write, this is up to the teacher's discretion because for some
students this helps them to concentrate. After listening to the story
the students participate in small or whole group activities which are
based on the novel and the lesson that was taught. These activities
might involve writing in individual response journals or discussions.
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Guided Reading

During guided reading the students are put into groups to
receive small group or one to one practice in reading. The students
are initially placed in groups based on their strengths and areas for
improvement in reading. This placement is determined by careful
assessment of the students at the beginning of the year by the
classroom teacher. These groups are flexible and can be changed as
students make progress, or as the teacher determines.
In these groups the students receive pre-reading instruction,
during reading support, and complete post-reading activities. The
teacher selects the 1naterials to be covered in the group, but should be
flexible to the needs and questions of the students. The students read
from the same title; exceptions to this would be when the students
need to read a book at their independent level, or if the teacher
decides to have the students read different titles. The students read
aloud quietly and the teacher listens to the strategies the students are
using. When the students are reading the teacher may choose to work
one to one with a particular student to reinforce or model a skill or
strategy in which more practice is needed.
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Reading Independently

Reading independently is son1etimes called Silent Sustained
Reading, Drop Everything And Read, or Voluntary Reading.
Whichever the title the concepts are the same. The students select the
book they would like to read, and they read uninterrupted for a
specified amount of time. Reading independently is a iarge factor for
success in reading. If students don't read they won't improve. By
giving students the chance to self-select their books it gives the
students ownership which increases their 1notivation. When students
are motivated they will read n1ore.
Students have three reading levels, independent, instructional,
and frustration. When the student is reading at their independent
level the student can read most of the words, and knows what is going
on in the story. These books are sometimes called "too easy" books.
Reading books at this level promote fluency, expression, and improve
reading rate. Reading at their independent level is also a confidence
builder for the student.
At the instructional level the student can read 90-95% of the
words and can answer comprehension questions at 90% accuracy.
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The books at this level are sometimes called "just right" books.
Reading books at an instructional level give students oppo1tunities to
practice reading skills and strategies. The students should be able to
navigate through the text without any assistance from the teacher.
Frustration level occurs when the student read less than 90% of
the words, and has a difficult time following the story. The books at
this level are sometimes called "too hard" books. Most students will
give up when faced with a book that is at their frustration level.
During the time when students are reading independently the
teacher should encourage the students to be reading books that are at
their independent or instructional level.
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Responding to Literature

Responding to literature is an irnportant part of the reading
process. When a student responds to what they have read they make
meaning from the text. Responding to literature encourages the
students to write or talk about what they have read in terms of how
the story made them feel or what they think about what they have
read. Students who are given the opportunity to respond to literature
develop critical thinking skills and develop a deeper understanding of
the literature.
Responding to literature can be orally or in vvritten forrr1. v\Thile
responding in writing is more personal, responding orally gives the
students a chance to hear other students' opinions and thoughts
which can help to clarify their own. Both methods are valuable and
have their place in a balanced classroom. Teachers may want to start
the year with journals and move on to discussion groups later in the
year when the students are more confident in their responses.
When the students are responding to literature they can choose
from any of the three components; shared reading, guided reading or
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independent reading. This flexibility is important as the class will not
all be in the same reading section at the same time.

18

Daily Reading
Schedule
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Daily Reading Schedule

Ideally the reading period should be an 80-120 minute block of
time. During the reading period the students participate in shared
reading, guided reading, independent reading and responding to
literature. If it is not possible to schedule that large of a block of time
the teacher may elect to divide the four components in two smaller
blocks of time. A brief description of what occurs each component
follows:

Shared Reading (20-30 minutes)

• The teacher provides instruction to the entire class, modeling
through the read aloud story.
• The students practice the skill taught in small groups or as
an entire class.
Guided Reading (20-30 minutes)

• The schedule for when the teacher meets v.rith the guided
reading groups is posted daily.
• The assignments for all the groups are posted daily.
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• Groups not seen by the teacher meet together to read the
assigned section sometime during the class period.
• During pre-reading instruction the teacher provides direct
instn1c.tion on the skill or strategy to be taught.
• Students read from their books and practice the skill or
strategy. Dependent upon the make up of the group the
students may or may not be reading from the same novel.
• After reading the students discuss their book with the group,
or individually conference with the teacher.
Independent Reading (20-30 minutes)

• Students select the material they will read during this time.
• Students read independently for the entire ti1ne.
Reading Response (20-30 minutes)

• Students may respond to either the shared reading story, the
guided reading story, or their independent reading story.
• Responding to literature may be in journals, literature
circles, or a specified assignment.
• The method for response may be teacher directed or student
selected
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A

Year Long
Timeline for
Instruction
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Reading Timeline

First Trimester
Shared reading focus:
•

Comprehension: text connections, predicting and verifying, schema

•

Text forms and features (fifth grade model): promotional materials,
idioms, and bibliographies

•

Elements ofliterature: character, setting, plot

Guided reading focus:
•

Guided reading groups can not be set until after the individual
assessments, this may or may not happen with in the first trimester.

•

Phrasing and fluency

•

Practice the skills taught through shared reading

Independent Reading focus:
•

Reading independently

•

Selecting "just right" materials

•

Individual assessments

Responding to literahire focus:
•

Two way dialogue journals

•

Two column entries
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Second Trimester
Shared reading focus:
•

Comprehension: characterization, author study

•

Text forms and feahires: ballads, haiku, cinquain, and chapter
summaries

•

Elements ofliterature: conflict and theme

Guided reading focus:
•

Morphemic analysis

•

Morphemic analysis and word meanings

•

Using fix-up strategies

Independent reading focus:
•

Continuation of first trimester

Responding to literahire focus:
•

Journals

•

Teacher selected materials

•

Student selected materials

Third Trimester
Shared reading focus:
•

Comprehension: drav.cing conclusion and inferences

•

Text forms and features: science fiction and editorials

•

Elements ofliterature: style, tone, and forewords
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Guided reading focus:
•

Figurative language

•

Creating mental pictures,

•

Self monitoring and self correcting,

•

Determine main idea

•

How the text makes the reader feel

Independent reading focus:
•

Same as previous trimester

•

Individual assessment

Responding to literature focus:
•

Journals

• Teacher selected materials
•

Student selected materials

•

Literature circles
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Focuses for
Reading
Instruction
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Focuses for Reading Instruction

Shared Reading Lessons, (Keen & Zirnmerman, 1997)
•

Comprehension strategies:

•

Check for understanding- retelling what has been read to a partner.

•

Predicting and verifying-using what you know about the story and the

structure ofliterature to make a guess as to what will happen next. Reading to
confirm your prediction.
•

Text connections- activating schema (prior knowledge)
• Text to self- when the book you are reading reminds you of something in

your life.
•

Text to text- when the book you are reading reminds you of another

book.
• Text to world- when the book you are reading teaches you about the

world or your knowledge of the world helps you to understand what you
are reading.
• Author study- using what you know about other books an author has

written to make predictions about their books.

•

Text forms and Features- (Mooney, 1998)
•

Fourth Grade
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•

Forms: comics, cartoons, historical fiction, contemporary fiction,

atlases, novels, short stories, newspapers, newspaper articles,
magazines, magazine articles, memos, memoranda, directories,
phonebooks, business letters, schedules, autobiographies.
•

Features: directions, codes, abbreviations, dash, appendices,

computer menus.
•

Fifth Grade
•

Forms: Haiku, cinquains, ballads, idioms, science fiction, manuals,

promotional materials, and editorials.
•
•

•

Features: Bibliographies, chapter summaries, and forewords.

Sixth Grade:
•

Forms: Memoirs, classics, and poetry (contemporary and historical).

•

Features: Margin entries, symbols

Elements of literature (Russell, 2001)
•

Character:
•

The protagonist -is the hero of the story

• The antagonist - the villain of the story.

•

The antagonist usually works against the protagonist.

•

Flat characters- characters with a one-sided personality.

•

Stock characters- stereotypical characters that help to advance the

plot.
•

Dynamic characters- one who changes throughout the story.
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•

Round characters- characters that have more fully developed

personalities.
•

Foil characters- characters who usually possess characteristics

opposite of the protagonist.

•

Setting- time, geographical location, and the general environment and

circumstances in the story.

•

Point of view:
•

First person- the narrator refers to himself or herself as I, and is

usually a character in the story.
•

Omniscient-out side storyteller who can see in the heads of all the

characters.
•

Limited- the narrator is not part of the story, but the readers still only

see from one characters point of view).

•

Plot:
•

Dramatic- setting, conflicts, rising action, and climax).

•

Eposotic- a series ofloosely related events tied together by a theme.

•

Conflict:

•

Protagonist against another -two persons at odds over the same

goal. Protagonist against society -protagonist pitted against
society.
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•

Protagonist against nature- st1uggle for survival in natural

wilderness or unfamiliar place.
•

•

Protagonist against self- an emotional or intellectual struggle.

Theme- why the plot happens, the main and underlining idea in the story

such as, mahuing, importance oflove and friendship, finding ones place in
the world, etc...

•

Style- choice of words and the use oflanguage
•

Exposition- narrator's passages that are needed to provide

background for the st01y. Exposition might be used to start the
chapter.
•

Dialogue- words spoken by the characters

•

Imagery- words used to create a sensory impression, a collection of

images, which are intended to create an emotional response from the
reader.
•

Sentences- short sentences convey tension or excitement, long

sentences for description and explanation.

•

Tone- author's mood and manner of expression, may be serious, funny,

educational, sensitive, etc...

Guided Reading Lessons (Cunningham and Allington, 1999)
•

Calling up background knowledge
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•

Predicting and verifying

•

Creating mental pictures

•

Self-monitoring and self-correcting

•

Using fix-up strategies

•

•

Rereading

•

Using pictures

•

When to ask for help

Exclusion Brainstorming- pre-reading to activate prior knowledge, students
analyze a list of words and decide what they have in common and which
words don't belong.

•

Determining the most important ideas and events in a story and seeing how
they are related

•

Drawing conclusions and inferences based on what is read

•

Determining how you feel about the text

•

Comparing and contrasting what you read to what you already know

•

Figuring out unknown words

•

Summarizing what has been read

•

Understanding figurative language

•

Following the plot of a story and figuring out what happened to whom and
why

•

Determining character traits and deciding why certain characters behave as
they do

•

Extracting information form charts, graphs, maps or other visuals
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•

Determine the objectivity or bias of the author

• Word study (Cunningham, 1995)
•

Morphemic analysis

•

Compound words

•

Using morphemic analysis to determine meaning

•

Linking spelling and meaning

•

Word sorts- examining and categorizing words based on their meanings

Independent Reading Lessons
•

Hovi to be independent

•

Choosing a "just right book"

•

Selecting a book that interests you
•

Favorite Genres

•

Favorite Authors

•

Friend selection

Reading Response Lessons (Tompkins, 2000)

•

Personal Response Journals-journals for the students to record their

feelings and impressions of the novel they are reading.
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• Author's Chair- a "special chair" for students to share information about
the book they are reading, or something they have written.
•

Book Talks- students share a book they have read with the class.

•

Class Collaborative Lessons- students working together to create a book.

•

Clusters, Webs, and Maps- visual devices to track a story, compare
literature, and organize the students thinking.

•

Cubing- students explore a book or a specified topic from six directions:
describe, compare, associate, analyze, apply, and argue.

•

Data charts- a grid the students make to organize information about a topic.

•

Directed Reading Thinking Activity- making predictions, and confirming
those predictions.

•

Double entry journals- a reading log where the pages are divided in half;
in the left column the students record quotes or facts from the story, in the
right column the students record their reaction to the quote or fact.

•

Literatures circles, Grand Conversations- students sit in a circle and
discuss interpretations and share feelings from a story.

•

Learning logs- recording in journal form: information the students are
learning, questions they have, reflections from the story, creating charts
clusters or maps.

•

Open-minded portraits- students draw a portrait of a character; in the
mind of the character draw the thoughts of that character at any given time in
the story.
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•

Plot profiles- for each chapter the students graph the tension or excitement

of the story.
•

Quick writes, Quick draws- students have five to ten minutes to respond

in written or picture form to the story.
•

Quilts- construction paper squares which highlights the important theme

and celebrates a story.
•

Read-Around- students take turns reading favorite sections of a story they

have read.
•

Sketch-to-Stretch- students work in-groups to visually represent what the

story means to them, not their favorite part, but their feelings about the story.
•

SQ3R- survey, question, read, recite, review; a strategy to read and

remember.
•

Story Retelling- students are asked to retell the stor;, this is a

comprehension check.
•

Venn Diagrams- two overlapping circles used to compare and contrast

topics.
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Lessons to Get Started

1.

Independence "The Big I"

2. Just Right Books
3. Check for understanding
4. Making Predictions
5. Text to Self
6. Text to Text
7. Text to World
8. Fluency and Phrasing
9. Two Column Journals
10.

Dialogue Journals
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Independence "The Big I"
Purpose: To support students in reading on their own.
Objective: The students will be able to read on their own for an extended

period of time.
Materials:

•

Whiteboard, overhead, or somewhere to write so the entire class can
see.

•

Markers

•

Stopwatch, timer, or clock

•

Students need to have a book they can read at their instructional or
independent level

Procedure:

•

On the overhead or white board draw a large I.

•

Tell the class you are going to talk about the big I- independence.

•

Brainstorm with the group the meaning of being independent.

•

Discuss with the class why it is important to be independent readers.

• Ask the students what it would look like if they were reading
independently, what is their responsibility? How would someone looking
in the room know they were reading independently?
•

Record their answers on the left side of the "I".

•

Ask the students what the teacher's responsibility is during independent
reading.

•

Record their answers on the right side of the "I".
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•

Choose two students to model what independent reading looks like.

•

Choose a different student to model what it looks like to not be reading
independently. Let the student who ,,vill be most inappropriate model the
incorrect way, this gives them a chance to mess around and be "on stage".

•

Have the students get their books out.

•

Practice reading independently first for 5 minutes; let the students know
how long they will be reading, and how they will know when it is time to
stop.

• The teacher should remove themselves from the vision of the students. It
is important that the students are not looking to the teacher for validation.
The goal is to have the students monitor themselves, if they are always
looking to the teacher they won't become independent.
•

When the 5 minutes is up discuss with the class how they did. Run through
the independence list, be specific, chances are there were students looking
around not reading and their classmates will have noticed. Make sure to
talk in generalizations, not specific children.

•

Practice until the entire class is engaged in reading independently for 5
minutes, then increase the time.
•

Remember at the beginning of the year children have to retrain their
muscles to sit for long periods of time; so starting off with small time
increments will lead to positive results.
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•

Review the "I" chart each day before independent reading. AB the students
become proficient at reading independently reviewing the chart can occur
once a week, then on an as needed basis.

Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELA.RS are
addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Assessment: This lesson is a good way to see how your class works, you will
spot easily the students who have bad attitudes about reading and might need
your support in finding a book that will hold their interest. Having the students
start with only five minutes may seem like baby steps at first, but having a class
that can read independently is well worth the time.

Lesson adapted from a lesson modeled by Gail Boushey.
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Just Right Books
Purpose: Is to teach students how to select a book at their instructional level,

and to understand that everyone's instructional level is different.
Objective: The student will be able to select a book that is at their instructional

or independent reading level.
Materials:

•

Books to model too easy, too hard and just right levels for the class

• A large selection of student books
Procedure:

•

Discuss with the class the definition of a continuum.
•

A continuum is a scale where a person moves from iittle or no skill in
an area to mastery.

•

Discuss with the students that each person learns differently and some
things are easier for some people to learn than others are.

•

Share a personal experience of yours where learning something came easy
for you. Then share something that was difficult for you to learn, but with
perseverance you mastered.

•

Label one corner of the room the area for not being able to do something
at all, and the opposite corner as mastery (equate this corner "ith being a
professional).

•

The students line up along the continuum based on their ability in teacher
selected areas. Some suggestions are: a particular sport, subjects in
school, art, music, bike riding, mountain climbing, what ever you can think
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of. Make sure one skill for the continuum is something all the students
have mastered, and one skill is something no one has.
•

Have the students return to their seats and discuss ,vhat they learned from
the experience. Ask the students if they should be ashamed of not being
able to climb a mountain, or not be able to ski as well as a classmate.

•

Discuss how reading is a skill that people learn at different paces. Reading
needs to be practiced in a book that is a just right book, and just right
books are different for every one.

•

Define a just right book.
•

A just right book is a book that the student can read and understand
with 90% accuracy. Accuracy includes miscues and comprehension.

•

Share with the class the books that are too easy, too hard and just right for
you.

•

Model why the book is too hard- there are more than 5 words in a
paragraph you can't read, or you can read the words but don't know what
they mean.

•

Model a book that is too easy for you. A too easy book is one where you
can read all the words and know what is going on.

•

If you can get other people, the principal, the PE teacher, other
teachers, to model too easy, too hard and just right it is very
powerful for the students to see.

•

These indicators should be posted in the room for student reference.
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•

Have the students check the book they are reading to determine if it is too
easy, just right, or too hard. If it is not a just right book they should find a
different story.

•

Reading a too easy book has its time and place. Reading too easy books
promote fluency and expression, so occasionally reading theses books can
be good practice.

Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher w:ill choose which ELARS to address.
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3

Assessment: Students should be able to read at their instructional level without

fear of embarrassment. Purposefully teaching the continuum and just right
books sets the classroom atmosphere to respect others differences.
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Check for Understanding
Purpose: To have students retell the story to a partner to increase

comprehension.
Objective: The student will be able to retell a story they have either heard or

read to a partner.
Materials:

•

Whiteboard, overhead, somewhere to write where the entire class can
see.

•

Passage to read orally

•

Passage for the students to read (make sure it is at a level your low
students can read)

Procedure:

• Ask the sh1dents to describe what retelling is.
•

Retelling is the process of putting the story in your own words in
the order they happened including the most important events and
ideas.

•

Write their contributions so they can see, and come up with a
definition the class can agree on to post in the classroom.

•

Discuss how important being able to retell is for comprehension, state
because it is so important we will do it frequently during our reading.

•

Let them know "Check for Understanding" the signal the class will use
to stop reading and retell the story to a partner. When first partner is
finished the second partner retells their story.
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•

It is very important that the class has a system set for sharing

information with a partner (elbow buddies, person to the left) in place
prior to the lesson. You don't want to waste time waiting for the class to
figure out who they are going to work with. There should also be
guidelines in place about voice level when sharing (six-inch voice
whisper to your neighbor).
•

Practice "check for understanding" first with the teacher reading, read
the selection to the class and when you have finished give the signal
"check for understanding".

• The class turns to their partners the first partner retells what they have
heard, when the first partner finishes the second retells.
• This skill might need to be practiced a fe1,v times before the class
becomes proficient.
•

Practice "check for understanding" with a selection the students read
silently. Repeat the steps above.

Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher ,vill choose which ELARS to address.
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3

Assessment: This skill is used during shared reading, guided reading, and

independent reading. After teaching the lesson the student should practice in
each of these areas authentically, if any students are having a difficult time ,vith
"check for understanding" it should become a guided reading lesson for their
group. Lesson adapted from a lesson modeled by Gail Boushey.
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Making Predictions
Purpose: To teach students how to make predictions and how to verify and

adjust those predictions.
Objective: The student will be able to make and verify predictions from

materials that have been read to them and materials they have read.
Materials:

•

Read aloud book

•

Whiteboard, overhead, or somewhere to write where the entire class can
see

•

Booklets for each group (construction paper cover with blank pages)

Procedure:

• Ask the students what they think predicting is; come to a class decision
for a definition for prediction.
•

Predicting is the skill of using what you know about the story and
what you know about the structure of literature to make a guess as
to what will happen next.

•

Post the definition in the classroom.

•

Discuss with the students how important predicting is when reading.
•

Proficient readers are always predicting, refining their predictions
and verifying these predictions as they read. This is a skill used
continuously while reading.

•

Discuss with the students that after predicting proficient readers read
and check to see if their predictions are correct, this is called verifying.
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•

Add this term and definition for posting in the classroom.

•

First practice this skill in small group form, pass out the booklets to
each group.

•

On the cover have them write their names. The title of the book will be
added to the cover after the lesson.

•

Share the title of the book and have the groups discuss ,1·hat they think
the story might be about, the groups record their predictions on the
first page of the booklet.

•

When the groups have finished recordings read the blurb for the story
and have the groups refine their predictions.

•

If the first chapter has a title, read the title and have the groups make a
prediction for the first chapter. If there is no title for the chapter read
the first few paragraphs and have the groups predict from t.hat.

•

When the groups have finished recording their predictions read the
first half of the chapter. After reading the rest of the chapter have the
groups refine their predictions.
•

When readers refine their predictions they add details, become
more specific, or make changes.

•

Finish reading the chapter and have the groups verify the predictions
they have made in the booklets.

•

Continue this procedure for the remainder of the novel.
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Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2, 3.3, and 4.3
Assessment: This skill will come easily for some of the students, some might

need more practice. Further instruction might come through guided reading
groups. When the students work in groups they help each other make meaning
form the text.
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Text-to-Self Connections
Purpose: Is to make a connection to activate their schema and make meaning

from the text.
Objective: The student will be able to make personal connections to the reading

selection.
Materials:

• A book you are familiar with and can make personal connections with
•

Butcher paper chart.

Procedure:

•

Pre-read the section you will be modeling for the students, identify tt'ie
important concepts, and key themes; think about your own experiences
related to those themes, and identify where you might pause to think
aloud for the sh1dents about the connections.
•

A Text-to-self connection is when the story reminds you of
something from your life.

•

Read the story to the students sharing your text connections.

•

Be explicit when sharing, "When I read
of when

it makes me think

. When a book reminds me of my life I am

making a text-to-self connection."
• Write Text Connections as the heading on the butcher paper and
underneath WTite Text-to-Self.
•

On the left side of the butcher paper write the title of the book, and on
the right put your initials.
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•

Share with the students that when a reading makes a text-to-self
connection they are able to understand the characters in the book
better, the story makes sense and means more.

•

Tell the students when they read their books to remember to think
about the times that the book reminds them of in their life.

•

Have the students read a section of their book, when they have finished
reading have the students share in their groups their text-to-self
connections.

•

The students can add the title of their book and their initials to the
chart.

• After they have practiced a few times add this piece to the booklets for
shared reading.
Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Assessment: Listen for discussion of text-to-self connections after the students

have read. If students need more instruction practice in guided reading groups.
Give the students time to practice, this is a skill that will be added on to, and is a
big piece of comprehension and responding to literature.

Lesson adapted from Mosaic of Thought, by E. Keene and S. Zimmerman
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Text-to-Text Connections
Purpose: Is to make a connection to activate their schema and make meaning

from the text.
Objective: The student will be able to make connections between different

reading selections
Materials:

•

A book you are familiar with and can be compared to a story the class is
familiar with.

•

Butcher paper chart.

Procedure:

•

Pre-read the section you will be modeling for the students, identify the
important concepts, and key themes; think about other books related
to those themes, and identify where you might pause to think aloud for
the students about the connections.
•

A Text-to-text connection is when the story reminds you of another
story you have read.

•

Read the story to the students sharing your text connections.

•

Be explicit when sharing, "When I read
of

it makes me think

. When a book reminds me of another story I have

read I am making a text-to-text connection."
•

Write Text Connections as the heading on the butcher paper

• Write Text-to-Text connections underneath.
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•

On the left side of the butcher paper write the titles of the books, and
on the right put your initials.

•

Share with the students that when a reader makes a text-to-text
connection they are able to understand the stories better, the storJ
makes more sense and means more.

•

Tell the students when they read their books to remember to think
about other stories that the book reminds them of.

•

Have the students read a section of their book. When they have
finished reading have the students share in their group their text-totext connections.

•

The students can add the title of their book and their initials to the
chart.

•

After they have practiced a few times add this piece to the booklets for
shared reading.

Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Assess1nent: Listen for discussion of text-to-text connections after the students

have read. If students need more instruction practice in guided reading groups.
Give the students time to practice, this is a skill that will be added on to, and is a
big piece of comprehension and responding to literature.

Lesson adapted from Mosaic of Thought, by E. Keene and S. Zimmerman
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Text-to-World Connections
Purpose: Is to make a connection to activate their schema and make meaning

from the text.
Objective: The student will be able to make connections between the reading

selection and the world around them.
Materials:

•

A book you are familiar with and can make world connections to

•

Butcher paper chart.

Procedure:

•

Pre-read the section you will be modeling for the students, identify the
important concepts, and key themes; think about world issues related
to those themes, and identify where you might pause to think aloud for
the students about the connections.
•

A Text-to-world connection show the reader how their
knowledge of the world enhances understanding of the story,
and reading a story can enhance their understanding of the
world.

•

Read the story to the students sharing your text connections.

•

Be explicit when sharing, "When I read
of

it makes me think

. When my knowledge of the world helps me to

understand the story better I am making a text-to-world connection."
•

Write Text Connections as the heading on the butcher paper and
underneath write Text-to-World.
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•

On the left side of the butcher paper write the title of the book, and on
the right put your initials.

•

Share with the students that when a reader makes text-to-world
connections they are able to understand the characters in the book
better, the story makes more sense and means more, and you learn
about the world.

•

Tell the students to remember to think about the things that the book
reminds them of in the world.

•

Have the students read a section of their books. When they have
finished reading have the students share in their group their text-toworld connections.

•

The students can add the title of their book and their initials to the
chart.

•

After they have practiced a few times add this piece to the booklets for
shared reading.

Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Assessment: Listen for discussion of text-to-world connections after the

students have read. If students need more instruction practice in guided reading
groups. Gi\e the students time to practice, this is a skill that will be added on to,
and is a big piece of comprehension and responding to literature.
Lesson adapted from Mosaic of Thought by E. Keene and S. Zimmerman
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Phrasing and Fluency
Purpose: Is to improve the students phrasing and fluency during oral reading.

Phrasing refers to being able to read sentences in chunks; fluency is being able to
read with accuracy and expression.
Objective: The student will be able to read a section from their reading with

proper phrasing and fluency
Materials:

•

A book that is at the students independent or instructional level.

Procedure:

•

Have the students bring a too easy book to their guided reading group.

•

Discuss with the students the importance of phrasing and fluency.

•

Model for the students what phrasing sounds like.

•

Have students practice with one sentence in their book.

•

Listen to the students read making note of their skills.

•

Model or re-teach for individuals that are having trouble with their
sentence.

•

Have students practice with their sentence until it is perfect.

•

When they have mastered their sentence have them move on to the
next one.

•

With continued practice you should see their skills transfer into other
areas of reading.
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Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are
addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
1.1, 1.2, and 1.3

Assessment: Have the students practice in guided reading groups with
increasingly difficult pieces. Watch and make note of their progress, re-teach and
practice when needed.

Lesson adapted from a lesson modeled by Gail Boushey.
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Double-Entry Journals
Purpose: A double-entry journal is a type of reading log where the pages are

divided in half. The left side is for quotes from the story; the right side is for
student reflection.
Objective: The student will be able to reflect on the selection read.
Materials:

• Student Journals
Procedure:

•

Have the students divide a few pages in their journals into two
columns.

•

Label the left column "Quotes" and the right column "Comments" or
"Reflection".

•

As students read, or immediately after reading, have the students copy

one or more important or interesting quotes in the left column of their
reading log.
• When the students are done reading have the students reread the
quotes and make notes in the right column about their reason for
choosing the quote or what it means to them.
•

It might make it easier for the students the first few times if they

discuss this with a partner or buddy before writing.
•

Students can use double-entry journals for notes and reactions, notes
and discussion, and with fiction and non-fiction stories.
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Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are
addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3

Assessment: This becomes a very valuable instrument when the class discusses
text connections. It will make it easy to see who is able to make connections to
the text, and who might need more direction through guided reading groups.

Lesson adapted from G. Tompkins, 50 Literacv Strategies: Step bv Step
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Dialogue Journals
Purpose: In this type of journal the student has a dialogue with himself, the

teacher, or peers about the story he is reading. The input helps the reader to
clarify and make meaning.
Objective: The student will be able to discuss in VvTiting the story being read.
JWaterials:

• Students journal
Procedure:

•

Discuss with students that the purpose of journal wTiting is to
encourage them to think about their reading and to share their
thoughts.

•

Let them know that a dialogue journal is a way to communicate with
another person about the book they are reading.

•

Discuss with the class that in journal vrriting there is no right or ·wrong
answer, they just need to write about what they think.

•

In small groups have the students discuss topics they might write about
in their journals.

•

Have the students practice in cooperative groups, writing and
responding to each other in their journals.

•

Let the students know the expectations of how often they are expected
to write in their journals, where the journals will be stored, and how
often you will respond to their writing.

• After a while evaluate Vvith the students how things are progressing.
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Essential Academic Learning Requirements: The following ELARS are

addressed through this lesson; the teacher will choose which ELARS to address.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Assessment: Dialogue journals give the teacher a measure of student's response

to literature. Keep the students first entries to evaluate their progress. If a
particular student has a difficult time with this process the teacher should sit with
them and guide them through the process verbally a few times.

Lesson adapted from G. Tompkins, 50 Literacv Strategies: Step bv Step
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Washington State
Essential Academic
Learning Requireme11.ts
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Reading

1) The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to
read.

1.1 uses word recognition and word meaning skills to read and comprehend text
1.2 build vocabulary through reading
1.3 read fluently, adjusting reading for purpose and material
1.4 understand elements ofliterature -- fiction
1.5 use features of non-fiction text and computer software

2) The student understands the meaning of what is being read.

2.1 comprehend important ideas and details
2.2 expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas
2.3 think critically and analyze authors' use oflanguage, style, purpose, and
perspective

3) The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.

3.1 read to learn new information
3.2 read to perform a task
3.3 read for literacy experiences in a variety of forms
3.4 read for career applications
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4) The student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.

4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback to improve reading
4.3 develop interests and share reading experiences
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Chapter Five

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop a balanced reading
guide for intermediate grade teachers at Washington State Centennial
Elementary in the Bethel School District. The balanced reading guide
contains descriptions of the components of a balanced reading program,
a daily reading schedule, a model of a year long time line, focuses for
reading instruction, and the ten sample lessons to get started.
"Tl1e question to ask is not 'Which approach?' but rather ·How can
we have it all'?" (Cunningham & Allington, 1999, p. 14). A balanced
approach to reading is the first step to having it all. By balancing skill and
strategy instruction, independent reading and responding to !iterature we
offer students many opportunities to succeed.

Conclusions
Based on the findings the following conclusions can be made:
29
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i. To become proficient readers students need to be exposed to reading
in a variety of ways.
2. Students need time to practice reading skills and strategies by reading
in authentic literature.
3. Responding to literature promotes higher order thinking.

Recommendations
Based on the findings the following recommendations can be made:
i. Teachers need to set aside a large block of time for reading.

2. Teachers need to develop programs that are flexible to the needs of
their students.
3. Reading programs should incorporate skill and strategy instruction,
independent reading and time to respond to literature.
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